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Loss estimation for buildings that experienced earthquake shaking is an important step in
Performance Based Earthquake Engineering (PBEE), comprising four major components – seismic
hazard, building response, probability of damage, and the costs incurred in losses and repair
works. The implementation of PBEE strongly depends on the ability to predict Engineering
Demand Parameters (EDPs) that are usually defined in terms of maximum story drifts, plastic
hinge rotations, and floor accelerations.
In this study, we compute building responses for large sets of recorded ground motions
considering frames with different natural periods (0.1-1.5s). The ground motion data used in our
analysis comprise near field records from moderate-to-large earthquakes; these may generate
shaking levels high enough to be of concern for the design and safety of buildings. We select the
frames by varying the number of storys and bays to obtain a wide range of natural building
periods. We compute ground motion intensity measures (IM) from the recorded dataset and
extract engineering demand parameters (EDP) from building response analyses. Our results
indicate that the inter-story drift correlates strongly with spectral measures of ground motion
intensity (correlation coefficient above 0.85). We also investigate the effect of natural period on the
estimated correlations. We find that the correlations with spectral intensity measures do not
strongly depend on Vs30 and epicentral distance. Our results are useful in the context of applied
performance-based design of structures, especially if uncertainties in seismological parameters
due to limited knowledge of source, site or path effects play an important role in earthquake
ground motions.
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